The symptom complex of familial sinus node dysfunction and myocardial noncompaction is associated with mutations in the HCN4 channel.
Inherited arrhythmias were originally considered isolated electrical defects. There is growing evidence that ion channel dysfunction also contributes to myocardial disorders, but genetic overlap has not been reported for sinus node dysfunction (SND) and noncompaction cardiomyopathy (NCCM). The study sought to investigate a familial electromechanical disorder characterized by SND and NCCM, and to identify the underlying genetic basis. The index family and a cohort of unrelated probands with sinus bradycardia were examined by electrocardiography, Holter recording, exercise stress test, echocardiography, and/or cardiac magnetic resonance imaging. Targeted next-generation and direct sequencing were used for candidate gene analysis and mutation scanning. Ion channels were expressed in HEK293 cells and studied using patch-clamp recordings. SND and biventricular NCCM were diagnosed in multiple members of a German family. Segregation analysis suggested autosomal-dominant inheritance of the combined phenotype. When looking for potentially disease-causing gene variants with cosegregation, a novel hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide channel 4 (HCN4)-G482R mutation and a common cysteine and glycine-rich protein 3 (CSRP3)-W4R variant were identified. HCN4-G482R is located in the highly conserved channel pore domain. Mutant subunits were nonfunctional and exerted dominant-negative effects on wild-type current. CSRP3-W4R has previously been linked to dilated and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, but was also found in healthy subjects. Moreover, different truncation (695X) and missense (P883R) HCN4 mutations segregated with a similar combined phenotype in an additional, unrelated family and a single unrelated proband respectively, which both lacked CSRP3-W4R. The symptom complex of SND and NCCM is associated with heritable HCN4 defects. The NCCM phenotype may be aggravated by a common CSRP3 variant in one of the families.